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STAN's fans
 

Almost everyone can agree that ANO should get around 30% of the vote in the Oct. par-
liamentary elections, that ČSSD will win between 10% and 20%, that the Communists 

should be in there somewhere too, and maybe even ODS. KDU-ČSL is a sure bet to cross 
the 5% threshold, TOP 09 not quite so much, and then there are the Pirates, the Greens 

and SPD. The biggest wild card is suddenly STAN. One glance at its poll numbers (1-2%), 
and its decision yesterday to go it alone brings to mind Eminem's song about a drunken 
drive off a bridge in a fit of unrequited love. But STAN, freshly divorced from KDU, is 

proclaiming confidently instead that its fans will show their love when it counts. Who is 
to say that Petr Gazdík and his ragtag group of mayors are wrong? There are so many un-
knowns in these elections, even within the parameters mentioned above, that it's difficult 
to dismiss STAN's expectations entirely, even if from Prague they look terribly idealistic.
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Glossary
sure bet - something that is certain to occur; 

wild card - a person or thing whose influence is unpredictable or whose qualities are uncertain; 

unrequited - (of a feeling, esp. love) not returned; 

ragtag - untidy, disorganized, or incongruously varied in character; 

to dismiss - to treat as unworthy of serious consideration.



